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4 Future Founding Poetry: Topographies of Beginnings from Whitman to the Twenty-First Century
(2015) constitutes an important contribution to scholarship that pays attention to the
beginnings and origins of  modernity in American poetry from the nineteenth to the
twenty-first century. As the title of the book suggests, Sascha Pöhlmann takes initiative
from Walt Whitman’s concept of “future-founding” to inaugurate a systematic approach
to the issue of futurity in relation to poetry. Pöhlmann mainly focuses on the discussion
of newness in American poetry not on a superficial, but rather on a deeper level that
involves a combination of various theoretical approaches. 
5 In his introduction to the book, Pöhlmann outlines the theoretical background that he
draws from, namely the German Marxist philosopher Ernst Bloch and his work Principle of
Hope (1986),  and  clarifies  important  terms  such  as  “future-founding,”  “beginning,”
“newness,” and “origins.” Pöhlmann defines future-founding poetry as “poetry that aims
to actively mark and perform a beginning that is relevant to a combined imagination of
both present and future” (2). With this definition, he points towards the dual function of
future-making poetry: firstly, it participates in the process of making Americanness and
newness  one and the same,  and secondly it  opposes  this  very process  “as  an undue
limitation imposed on conceptualizations of futurity and it also works to liberate the
future  and  the  beginning  from  the  national  rather  than  fuse  them  for  good”  (3).
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Pöhlmann  succeeds  in  this  venture  because  he  manages  to  concretize  the  abstract
concept of futurity by tying it to “constructed, produced, and maintained in imaginative
and  material  processes”  (2)  through  his  chronological  close  reading  of  the  work  of
American poets such as Walt Whitman, William Carlos Williams, Langston Hughes, Muriel
Rukeyser, and Allen Ginsberg.
6 The first chapter sets the foundation for the chapters to follow, since Walt Whitman’s
work constitutes a point of reference from which the other poets discussed in this book
depart from. In this chapter, Pöhlmann focuses on the central role that Whitman has
played in the development of a different kind of American poetry that revolutionized
poetic  language  in  a  way  that  paved  the  way  for  the  modernist  poets,  and  on  the
significance of his Leaves of Grass and in particular the preface and “Song of Myself.”
Pöhlmann claims that Whitman attempts “to construct himself as a place of beginning in
American literature and culture” by neglecting the presence of his contemporary and
preceding poets (41-42). This makes erasure one of Whitman’s “most significant gestures”
and it is a strategy that the other poets discussed in this book have a rather ambivalent
stance: some of them build on Whitman as a foundation, and others borrow his practices.
7 Pöhlmann opens his second chapter with the phrase “how can one begin after Whitman?”
since “Whitman’s beginnings risk preventing rather than cultivating other beginnings”
(104).  This  chapter  entitled  “Williams:  Beginning  Again”  explores  the  attempt  of
modernist poets – starting with William Carlos Williams – to begin “where somebody else
had  already  begun  so  forcefully”  (104),  or  attempt  to  establish  a  lineage  through
Whitman. In particular,  in this chapter Pöhlmann outlines modernist poetry’s future-
founding characteristics in Williams’ Paterson as the most representative poet.
8 In the following chapter, the analysis turns to another modernist poet, Langston Hughes.
Associated  with  the  Harlem  Renaissance,  Hughes’s  poetry  is  politically  charged  and
provides  a  different  perspective  of  modernist  poetry.  To be more precise,  Pöhlmann
argues throughout this chapter that in his poetry, Hughes “uses an imagination of the
future to  directly  affect  the present”  and his  sense of  beginning attains  “a  sense of
urgency and necessity” and equates future-founding with “a political matter of life and
death”  (157).  Pöhlmann reads  Hughes’s  poetry  thematically,  namely  on  the  motif  of
dream, an undertaking that proves to be effective and very valid in relation to future-
founding since such a reading accentuates the political urgency of his poetry.
9 The fourth chapter explores the work of the one and only female poet in the book, Muriel
Rukeyser. Pöhlmann poses the question: “Is future-founding a male domain?” (203). His
answer to this question is a diplomatic one and draws on historical and social conditions
to  justify  the  strong  male  presence,  and  points  out  that  future-founding  poetry  “is
entirely independent of gender theoretically, even though gender necessarily plays a role
in future-founding practically and cannot be dismissed as irrelevant” (203, emphasis in
original). Pöhlmann claims that like Hughes, Rukeyser is a political poet and her work
places emphasis on commonality and community, accenting the role of the individual
within the social group (206). 
10 Affected by the events of World War II, the atomic bombs in Hirosima and Nagasaki as
well as the Cold War, the fifth chapter engages with the poetry of Allen Ginsberg whose
conception of futurity involves a “future that itself might cease to exist” (256). Pöhlmann
attempts to read Ginsberg’s work “as future-founding” when at the same time Ginsberg’s
“poetic mode has been forced to enter yet another new stage and adapt once again to its
environment” (257). The value of this particular chapter lies in its handling of future-
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founding as something that goes beyond the American national core, and reaches the
global.
11 The  sixth  and  final  chapter  engages  with  future-founding  poetry  after  9/11.  Like
Ginsberg’s poetry that presents a bleak realization of the future, Pöhlmann concludes his
book with a discussion of poetry after 9/11 that draws “on a future-founding mode,” as
well as “a Whitmanian future-founding poetics” that invokes “Whitman as a person as
well  as  an  intertextual  reference”  (304).  Pöhlmann  proceeds  methodically  with  “an
overview of different future-founding poetic responses to 9/11” (305) and close readings
of poems by W.S. Merwin, Sam Hamill, David Ray among others.
12 Overall, the unique contribution of Pöhlmann’s book is its ability to bring forward the
very complicated concept of future-founding poetry and examine it in a chronological
order, from Whitman to Ginsberg and twenty-first century poetry. At the same time, he
offers a very detailed account of the overall development of nineteenth and twentieth
century,  documenting  the  transition  from  Whitman  to  modernism  and  then  to
postmodernism. What is more, the fact that he includes a strong female poetic voice in a
male dominated poetic space paves the path for the study and discovery of other women
poets that move in the direction of future-founding.
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